Advisor Election Policy
SGA Policy # 4

1. When elected by members of a club, an advisor will remain the advisor until he/she resigns or at the behest of the club members they may vote to remove them from their positions and install a new advisor if needed. Approval to remove an advisor should have ¾ majority vote of club members.

2. If the club chooses to do so, they may have a yearly vote to retain that advisor if their constitution does not clearly outline an advisor removal process.

Reasoning:
1. All clubs are student run and student paid for so the students make all the choices as to how the club is to function.

2. This policy coincides more to actual club procedures of advisor election and retention. While clubs have the right to elect new advisors in the event they are not fulfilling their obligations or otherwise not meeting the club members’ expectations, we should not force all clubs to vote every year if they are satisfied with their advisor’s performance.

3. Some clubs have had concerns about their advisors and have no course of action to remove them from their position as advisor, so providing advisor elections as an optional course of action alleviates concerns.